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Abstract 
Communicating data-driven and personalized marketing content is today common among          

large B2C businesses with loyalty programs. Email has become the standard digital            

channel for this type of communication as it offers high cost-efficiency among digital             

channels and great possibilities for creating appealing content customized to the           

customer. This thesis aims to identify what effects personalized communication through           

email can lead to within loyalty programs and whether businesses should invest in             

personalized email communication. The methodology consisted of two quantitative case          

studies in the form of data analysis on eleven personalized newsletters and one             

activation email for a business in the fuel and convenience industry. A series of qualitative               

interviews with individuals that work in the field of personalized communication was also             

conducted. The results show that the loyalty members to a large extent accept the              

communication and are exposed to the personalized content. The emails in the form of              

monthly newsletters did not show any consistent positive effects on increased sales,            

store visits or in upsell. The activation email, which was part of the activation phase in the                 

customer lifecycle, showed greater promise as it increased number of visits and led to a               

positive overall upsell. Additional effects in the form of switching costs and brand             

awareness were also identified, as long as the content reaches the customers            

personalization is deemed relevant. Otherwise it risks alienating them as customers today            

expects digital marketing to be personalized. In summary, the effects of personalized            

email justifies investing in it, but one should be aware of what effects to expect.  
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Sammanfattning 
Kommunikation av data driven och individanpassad marknadsföring är idag vanligt bland 

stora kundbaserade företag med lojalitetsprogram. E-post har blivit standard som digital 

kanal för sådan typ av kommunikation främst för att den erbjuder hög 

kostnadseffektivitet och goda möjligheter att skapa attraktivt innehåll anpassat efter 

kund. Den här uppsatsen har som syfte att identifiera vilka effekter individanpassad 

kommunikation genom e-post kan leda till inom lojalitetsprogram, samt om företag bör 

investera i individanpassad e-post kommunikation. Metoden bestod av två kvantitativa 

fallstudier i form av analys av elva individanpassade nyhetsbrev och ett aktiveringsbrev av 

ett företag verksam inom bränsle och närbutik. En serie kvalitativa intervjuer hölls också 

med individer verksamma inom individanpassad kommunikation. Resultaten visar att 

lojalitetsmedlemmarna i hög grad accepterar kommunikationen och nås av innehållet. De 

individanpassade nyhetsbreven visade inga tydliga positiva effekter inom försäljning, 

butiksbesök eller merförsäljning. Aktiveringsmailet, som var en del av aktiveringsfasen i 

kundlivscykeln visade på mer lovande resultat genom att leda till fler butiksbesök och 

ledde till en positiv merförsäljning. Ytterligare effekter inom byteskostnad och 

varumärkesmedvetenhet identifierades även, såvida innehållet når kunderna och 

uppfattas som relevant. Om inte riskerar innehållet att stöta bort kunderna eftersom det 

idag förväntas att digital marknadsföring är individanpassad. Sammanfattningsvis så 

rättfärdigar de identifierade effekterna investering i individanpassad kommunikation, 

men man bör vara medveten om vilka effekterna är. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
How businesses reach their customers is changing and becoming more and more data             

driven and taking place in multiple channels, both traditional and online. Businesses            

today have the opportunity to target their customers with content based on customer             

data and where in predefined customer lifecycles they are. This is made possible by              

today’s marketing tools, access to customer data and the variety of channels available to              

reach customers.  

 

Businesses with loyalty programs utilize this new way of reaching their loyalty program             

members. A loyalty program is intended to give additional value to loyal customers with              

the hope of containing them as regular customers for a long time. Studies have shown               

that loyalty programs give a sense of appreciation among customers who relate rewards             

to being a preferred or special customer. Those who become members of loyalty             

programmes likely identify more strongly with the company, which is especially beneficial            

in industries in which consumers make frequent purchases and distinctions among           

competitors are low (Lars Meyer-Waarden, 2008). The loyalty program is also essential            

for recruiting and keeping customers. But besides recruiting and keeping customers, the            

business behind the reward program has the opportunity to obtain valuable data from             

the customers participating in the loyalty program. The data could for example consists of              

information about the customers, the purchases he or she makes and when they occur.              

Based on the data conclusions can be drawn and responsive actions can be made. For               

example, if a customer has not made a purchase for some time then the company can                

reach out to the customer with a special offer to hopefully persuade the customer to               

return. The customer data across channels, both online and offline, can help the business              

to form a picture of consumer behavior, buying patterns, and general trends. This means              

that business has the potential to provide their customers with customized personalized            

offerings and communication based on the customer data. Most major businesses with            

loyalty program are adapting their customer communication to its recipients with the            

hopes that it will increase their market share and increase customer loyalty. But what are               

the actual concrete effects from personalized communication within a loyalty program           

and should companies with loyalty program invest in making their communication more            

personalized and in that case why?  
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1.2 Project Definition 

1. 1.2.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the thesis is to evaluate the effects from personalized email             

communication within loyalty programs in industries that focus on physical store           

purchases and not on e-commerce. The thesis intends to clarify if and why businesses              

with loyalty programs that match the criterias above should invest in personalized email             

communication and what competitive advantages it may lead to. 

1.2.2 Research Questions 
1) What are the effects of personalized email communication within loyalty          

programs for businesses without e-commerce opportunities?  

2) Should businesses without e-commerce opportunities with loyalty programs        

engage in personalized email communication? And if so, why?  

1.2.3 Objective 
The objective of the thesis is to identify effects from personalized email communication             

and provide insights that can hopefully help businesses with loyalty programs decide            

whether they should invest in it. The thesis can also hopefully provide recommendations             

to Kaplan, where the thesis was commissioned on how to improve their personalized             

communication and what competitive advantages personalized communication can yield. 

1.2.4 Focus and Limitations 
The thesis does not directly consider the opinions of loyalty members regarding their             

preferences or perception of the communication they receive from the client, but instead             

looks at customer data based on their behaviour and the overall purchasing patterns. To              

identify the effects the communication yields the data is compared with a control group              

which does not receive any communication. According to J Nielsen, author of Measuring             

usability — preference vs. performance. Communications of the ACM data from for            

example surveys or focus groups can be misleading as the participating individuals can             

base their answers on doubtful recollections of memories and give answers that they             

believe are expected to give. Therefore the loyalty members’ own opinions and personal             

perception will not taken into consideration.  

 
The presented research will focus on personalized email communication from large           

businesses with loyalty programs without any major possibilities of e-commerce. It will            

only regard communication that is somehow targeted and personalized based on           
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customer data and only through digital channels. The thesis will focus on the             

scandinavian market as that is the market where the client is active.  

1.3 Kaplan 
Kaplan is one of the leading customer management firms in Scandinavia and is based in               

Stockholm. Kaplan helps large businesses manage and loyalize their customers through           

technological, strategic, analytical and creative solutions by using technologies within          

CRM, CEM, data analytics and relationship marketing. They also help companies create            

customer experiences and multi-channel touchpoints. The work differs from client to           

client as they have different needs and are active in different industries. Kaplan’s client,              

who this thesis bases its results on, has outsourced some of the processes involving their               

communication with their loyalty program members to Kaplan, both technical and           

creative. Kaplan are curious of what effects their customer communication have and            

what possible improvements can be made. 

1.4 The Client 
Kaplan’s client that this thesis has collected data from is one of the leading industry               

players in fuel and convenience in Scandinavia and the Baltic region. They have one of               

Sweden’s largest loyalty clubs and are working closely with Kaplan to make the interplay              

between them and their customer as data driven and personalized as possible to improve              

customer experience and promote loyalty. Since the client is in the fuel- and convenience              

industry they offer no form of e-commerce and will serve as a great example as the basis                 

for the case studies.  

1.5 Abbreviations 
 
CEM: Customer Experience Management 
CRM: Customer Relations Management 
KPI: Key Performance Indicator 
CLC:  Customer Lifecycle 
ROI: Return On Investment 
B2C: Business-to-consumer 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Customer Loyalty 
Converting less frequent customers into loyal customer is vital in most industries. Most             

companies today have stopped viewing their customers as consumable resource and           

instead develop strategies to retain their existing customers and making them loyal to the              

company. This is especially important in industries with low differentiation between           

competitors, as customers are more likely to be disloyal and switch to a competitor in               

such industries. Rosenberg and Czepiel (1984) argues as following for why companies            

should prioritize customer loyalty and invest in strategies that promotes customer           

loyalty: 

 

1) “A loyal customer has a high repurchase rate and can be up to five times as cheap                 

to retain compared with a new customer.” (Rosenberg, Czepiel 1984) 

 

2) “With the right marketing efforts it is possible to build a loyal customer base with               

a high repurchase rate and by that achieving a solid share of the market that               

consists of loyal customers.” (Rosenberg, Czepiel 1984) 

 

The start-up cost, the initial cost for a company to make a customer profitable, is in some                 

industries very high, meaning a customer could initially be a financial loss to company.              

Businesses in those industries also depend on loyal customers.  

2.1.1  Loyalty and Loyal Customer Definition 
The term loyalty is very broad and has numerous different definitions. According to Oliver              

(1999) it can be described as a strong commitment to either a product or a service which                 

is not affected by external forces or efforts. 

 

“A deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service           

consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or same brand-set           

purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to           

cause switching behavior.” Oliver (1999) 

 

A loyal customer is defined by Blomqvist, Dahl & Haeger (1993) as “a customer who over                

time engages with a company to satisfy all - or a significant part - of their needs for the                   

services covered by the company's range of services”. In other words, a loyal customer              

chooses a certain company over competitors to fulfill his or her needs, thus establishing a               
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long term relation with the company in question. The relation is often beneficiary for              

both parts.  

2.1.2  Loyalty programs 

2.1.2.1  Loyalty program definition and purpose 
A customer loyalty programme is defined by Lars Meyer-Waarden (2008) as an            

“integrated system of marketing actions that aims to make customers more loyal by             

developing personalised relationships with them.”  

 

A customer loyalty program is a reward program for loyal customers and for customers              

that are becoming loyal to the brand. The main reasons for a company to establish a                

customer loyalty program is according to Uncles, Dowling & Hammond (2003) to;            

“increase revenues from sales and to establish and maintain a strong bond between             

current customers and the brand.” 

 

A customer loyalty program is intended to give customers additional value with the hope              

of containing them as regular purchasing customers for a long time, which can lead to               

competitive advantage, a strong brand e.t.c. “Most loyalty programs are designed to offer             

customers benefits and rewarding their loyalty through offerings and perks. In exchange            

the customer has to conduct some of his or her business with the company in question in                 

order to receive these offers”. (Blomqvist, Dahl & Haeger 1993). The loyalty program is              

also an crucial method for recruiting customers, which is often done by offering a limited               

special offer if the customer signs up and enrolls in the loyalty program (Cao, 2014). This                

is some form of generous short-term incentive that hopefully attracts new customers.  

 

2.1.2.2  Loyalty programs in different industries 
Loyalty programs are available by a variety of businesses in different industries and the              

rewards are often discounts or bonus points within the business itself. Airline company             

offer their bonus points in flight miles, hotels can offer customers an extra night and               

grocery stores offer their members points for every purchase. (Lars Meyer-Waarden,           

2008). Loyalty programs also cooperate among themselves and offer the possibility to            

transfer bonus points between loyalty programs. 

2.1.2.3 Switching costs within loyalty programs 
According to Lars Meyer-Waarden (2008) the modern loyalty program has the potential            

to attract both price sensitive customers while retaining non-price sensitive customers;           

“Overall, the loyalty programme provides rewards to those who require some sort of             

discount or bonus points for purchases and at the same time avoids additional costs for               
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those who would buy even without the discounts”. Loyalty programs create switching            

costs for the loyalty members that have accumulated bonus points over time as they are               

locked to that specific company and cannot be transferred to a competitor. These             

switching costs can be both monetary and non-monetary. Companies that succeeds in            

creating switching costs and manages to reward long and active membership are more             

likely to strengthen the relationship with their loyalty programs members. If the benefits             

are strictly monetary and disproportional with the length of the membership then the             

loyalty program can be viewed as a simple way for customers to collect discounts and               

offers rather than building a relationship with them (Blomqvist, Dahl, Haeger, 1993). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. An overview of a successful customer loyalty program where the added value and benefits create                 

switching costs that locks the customer in (Blomqvist, Dahl, Haeger). 
 

2.1.2.4  Effective loyalty program 
While the aim of loyalty programs is, as stated by Uncles, Dowling & Hammond (2003)               

and mentioned previously, to reward loyal customers in return for their long term             

purchasing loyalty, not all loyalty program are successful and fails to structure its loyalty              

program after the model in figure 1. A study conducted by Leenheer et al. (2003) on                

loyalty programs in the grocery industry showed that some loyalty programs are            

ineffective and gives away more value to their members than they earn back in terms of                

additional customer revenues. The research concluded that the effectiveness of loyalty           

programs depends on the design of the program (Leenheer et al. 2003). 

 

Loyalty programs can however have negative effects on retailers (Smith, A.D. 2008).            

Studies suggests that there are examples where companies without a loyalty program            
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actually gained more in sales than competitors with reward programs. Implementing a            

loyalty program is associated with high costs and if companies fails to manage it properly,               

it can generate equally high costs to recover (Schumacher et al. 2007). In a recent study                

by the consulting firm Acando representatives from 20 different loyalty programs were            

interviewed in order to investigate the strategies behind successful loyalty programs and            

what factors are important when creating loyalty. The study showed that only 35% of the               

respondent considered themselves to have a clear loyalty strategy. The same study shows             

that special offers is not ideal for recruiting and nurturing inactive members as the              

probability that the customer will become active long term is low. A lot of loyalty               

program have in fact a high number of inactive members (Acando, 2017).  

2.1.2.5 Customer Motivation and Market Saturations 
Since loyalty programs are very common in the retail business and some customers are              

members in quite a few. Some are suggesting that the market has reached some sort of                

of market saturation. As customers are enrolled in multiple loyalty programs in the same              

industry the incentives to remain loyal to one particular store decreases. This creates a              

form of competition amongst loyalty programs where the perceived quality of the            

program affects where consumers choose to do their business (Wright, Sparks 1999). As             

customers have multiple choices, the motivation behind choosing one loyalty program           

has been studied. These studies show that consumer involvement in programs is related             

to both social- and monetary aspects. Social aspects could for example be social ties to               

individuals either from the business or other members.  

2.1.2.6 Loyalty programs effect on customers 
Loyalty programs can introduce feelings of intelligence and pride. Those who become            

members of loyalty programmes are more likely to identify strongly with the company             

(Oliver, 1999), which is beneficial in businesses in which consumers purchase frequently            

and distinctions among companies are low (Lars Meyer-Waarden, 2008). Customer          

loyalty programs allow companies within retail to direct their attention towards their            

most loyal customers, rather than less frequent customers that only purchase bargains.            

Through the loyalty programs incentives, a loyal bond can be established that retain good              

existing customers. These customers visits the retail store in question more often and             

have a feeling of belonging to the brand (Smith, A.D. 2008).  

  

2.1.2.7 Loyalty programs and customer data 
Besides encouraging and recruiting loyal customers, the businesses in charge of the            

loyalty program have the opportunity to interconnect each purchase made by their            

loyalty program members with their respective unique member ID. By collecting and            

analyzing this data together with other available and relevant data the customer has             

stated for example when signing up, businesses can improve their loyalty programs and             
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gain competitive advantages, (see figure 2 below) (Smith, A.D 2008). The gathered            

purchasing data can in addition also be used to create personalized offers to each              

individual customer. See the conceptual model below for (Smith, A.D 2008). The            

customer data across channels, both online and offline, can help the business to form a               

picture of consumer behavior, buying patterns, and general trends so that the business             

can provide their customers with a tailored service (Cao, 2014) that customers value and              

improves their customer experience. Having access to customer data means having the            

opportunity to personalize the communication and the offers to the customer, making            

more efficient marketing that speaks on a individual level customer and at the same time               

adds value as it has the potential to make marketing more efficient and relevant.  

 

 
Figure 2 .Conceptual model outlining the major blocks of loyalty cards and CRM principles (Smith, A.D 2008) 

2.2 Personalization 

2.2.1 Personalization as a part of the customer experience 
The main idea behind any type of customization within communication is to provide a              

stronger and more resonating message by basing the communication on what is already             

known about the receiver. Creating and managing customized messages is possible today            

at a low-cost thanks to Internet technologies and digital channels (Li, 2013). Peppers and              
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Rogers (1997) define personalization as “the process of using a customer's’ information to             

deliver a targeted solution to that customer”. They also conclude that customization leads             

to higher customer loyalty. There are two types of personalization when designing a             

message. The communication can be customized based on the available unique data            

regarding each individual, this is called tailored customization. Or it can be customized to              

a segment of individuals based on certain characteristics that are shared among the             

individuals within that segment, otherwise known as targeted customization (Li, 2013).  

 

Multiple studies show that personalization can create benefits and value to the customer.             

For example improved preference match, service, communication and customer         

experience which has the potential to lead to customer engagement and loyalty. Vesanen             

(2007) describes as following when personalization creates value; “when the benefits           

from the personalization exceed the costs, it creates value for customer” (Vesanen, 2007). 

2.2.2 The Personalization Process in Marketing Campaigns 
Marketing campaigns today utilizes the data that is available about customers and their             

purchasing activities and behaviour. This data is used when designing and forming            

personalized communication and offer in order to create relevant content for each            

individual customer. The personalized parts of the communication can either be           

individually personalized, for instance when greeting the customer with his or her name.             

Or it can be personalized through customer segments. This is done by dividing the              

customers into groups and base the personalization on these groups. The segmentation            

can be based on parameters such as age, gender, location, previous purchases (Mahajan,             

Shruti, et al 2016).  

 

Vesanen and Raulas suggest a model (see figure 3) that shows a cycle of how               

personalization is created and interplays with the customer. The model shows how the             

customer data affects the marketing output the individual customer is exposed, which in             

turn affects the customer's choices and interactions which generates new customer data            

and so on.  
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Figure 3. How the basic elements of personalization are connected in the loop of the personalization process                 

(Vesanen, Raulas 2006). 

2.3  Marketing and customer communication 

2.3.1 Marketing Channels 
The channels which a company chooses to communicate through with its customers            

dictates the interaction between business and customers. The channels connects          

customers with the company and can dictates how the communication is received and             

perceived by the customers. Communicating with customers can be of great benefit as it              

can increase the customers’ awareness regarding products and services and deliver value            

to customers (Osterwalder, Pigneur 2010).  

2.3.2 Brand Awareness 
Brand awareness is an ability that reflects how well a consumer can identify a certain               

brand in different circumstances (Aaker, 2009) and consists of two parts: brand            

recognition and brand recall. One of the purposes of marketing is to promote brand              

awareness. According to brand recognition is the ability to recognise a brand based on              

product category while brand recall is recognising the brand based on a so called brand               

cue, for example seeing or hearing about the brand itself. Brand awareness has the              

power to influence consumers when deciding to make a purchase and therefore has the              

power to affect market shares. Having a positive and strong brand can lead to brand               

loyalty as brand recognition can be the deciding factor for customers when choosing             

products or services among several brands (Chi et al. 2009)  
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2.3.3 Customer Lifecycle 
A Customer lifecycle is a series of phases a customer can go through. For example when                

considering joining a loyalty program, joining the program, becoming a loyal customer            

etc. A business can have multiple customer life cycles mapped out for different common              

lifecycles. Sterne and Cutler (2000) describes the points in the customer lifecycle as: 

 

● Claim the potential customer’s attention 

● Introduce them to the business 

● Convert them into paying customers 

● Keep them as a customer 

● Turn them into a loyal customer. 

 

 

 

      Figure 4.The customer lifecycle Sterne and Cutler (2000) 

 

If the customer or potential customer abandons the customer lifecycle incentives are put             

into place to make the customer reconsidering to stay.  

2.3.4 Customer journeys 
Companies are using customer data and analytic tools in order to shape and lead their               

customers through the different steps as they go through a series of expected steps. For               

example; the customer is interested in a product or service, the customer considers the              

product or service and compares it to other similar products or services and finally goes               

ahead and purchases the product or service. This is referred to as a customer journey.               

How a customer used to move from exposure to purchase used to look rather similar               

among customers but today they differ to a much larger extent. The customer journey              

offers additional value to the customer as it creates a smooth path between the different               

touch points and adds to the customer experience. The customer journey directs the             

customers into a loyalty loop which they are then locked in to (Edelman & Singer, 2015.                

Figure 5 below) 
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Figure 5. Representation of the Customer Journey according to Edelman & Singer, 2015 

2.4  Email marketing 
Email as a form of marketing communication has been around for decades but is still one                

of the most cost- and time efficient ways for businesses to communicate with their              

customers (Hartemo, 2016) and is still widely and frequently used today (Bender &             

Weimann 2015). Global email usage continues to grow annually. In 2017, the total             

number of business and consumer emails sent and received per day is expected to reach               

269 billion. It is expected to keep growing over the next four years and reach 319.6 billion                 

in 2021 (The Radicati Group 2017).  

 

Studies suggest that keeping regular communication with customers as a business           

through email help marketers improve customer loyalty and that regular communication           

with consumers by email has positive effects on brand loyalty (Merisavo, Raulas 2004).             

Customers exposed to marketing for example through email are also more likely to             

recommend the brand through word of mouth, visit retail stores, buy the brand’s             

products, and visit the brand’s site on the Internet via links. Studies show that the more                

brand loyal consumers are, the more they appreciate regular communication and value            

the messages they receive (Merisavo, Raulas 2004).  

2.4.1  Email being the standard in digital marketing 
Even though consumer behaviour is slowly shifting, B2C communication is still heavily            

dominated by email. This is because email still provides the best marketing in terms of               

ROI. It is 40 times better at acquiring new customers compared to Facebook and Twitter               

combined (Aufreiter, Boudet and Weng 2014) (see figure 6), suggesting that marketers            

will not abandon the channel within the next few years either (Hartemo, 2016). The              

reason that email communication is cost-effective and time-effective is because it only            

has to be designed once and can spread fast to many users at a low cost, making email an                   

important way to communicate with customers and influence buying decisions (Bender &            

Weimann 2015).  
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Figure 6. US customer-acquisition growth by channel, % of customers acquired per year (Aufreiter, Boudet,               

and Weng 2014).  

2.4.2 Personalized emails 
Personalized emails refers to emails where part of the content contains recognizable            

personal elements of the recipient. This could for example be the recipient's first name,              

location, workplace etc. (Dijkstra, 2008). The personalization can also consist of           

marketing content that has a high probability to be appealing to the recipient, for              

example marketing content based on age, gender or previous purchase. The purpose of             

personalization is to create more relevant content and to increase the chance of             

persuading the customer compared to generic emails where the content is the same             

regardless of recipient. Studies have shown that personalized emails benefits businesses.           

For example adding the recipient's name in the email subject line can increase the              

open-rate and overall sales (Sahni et al., 2016) 

2.4.3 Email web technologies  
Using email as a way of communicating with customers offers possibilities to style and              

personalize the message using web technologies such as HTML. These technologies           

enable email to contain images and links (Reichhart et al 2013). Designing a visually              

appealing email with an interesting subject line and customized landing page can increase             

conversion rates (meaning the percentage of visitors who take a desired action) by more              

than 25 percent (Aufreiter, Boudet and Weng 2014). Emails can be received across             

devices with internet connection. As mobile devices have developed and smartphones           

have become the standard, emails are increasingly being read from the mobile phone             

(Hartemo, 2016). Nearly 45 percent of all marketing emails today are opened on a mobile               

device (Aufreiter, Boudet and Weng 2014). 

2.4.4 Email measurements and key metrics 

2.4.4.1 Email tracking  
Tracking user behavior from emails is an important aspect of online marketing as it              

provides valuable data. The data obtained can be used to measure and further improve              

the communication (Fabian et al. 2016). Email tracking enables the possibility to observe             

if an email is opened, the type of device in which the user opens it and can also identify                   
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what links user clicks. This information can be used to measure how successful the email               

was and what customer behaviour came as a result of the email.  

2.4.4.2 Key metrics 
There are several key metrics that can be identified and analyzed with the purpose of               

measuring the performance of an email marketing campaign (Hartemo, 2016). The key            

metrics from a campaign can be used in order to prove that the message is finding its way                  

to its recipients, how it is received and to improve future campaigns. Below are              

descriptions of several key metrics often used by campaign managers and marketers to             

asses an email campaign.  

 

Bounce rate 
The bounce rate is a percentage that describes how many of the total emails sent that 

failed to be delivered and therefore “bounced back”. The metric is most often used to 

discover any problems that may rise. The problem can either be that the recipients inbox 

is full or that the email address does not exist.  

 

Unsubscribe rate 
Indicates how many choose to unsubscribe from all future communication by clicking the             

link often found at the end of an email. This should not be a figure of how many are                   

completely uninterested in the communication since many simply do not bother to            

unsubscribe to the communication even though they ignore the emails.  

 

Delivery rate 
The delivery rate is a percentage that describes how many of the total emails sent               

successfully reached their destination and landed in the recipient's’ inbox. If a campaign             

has a very poor delivery rate it may be because it was flagged for spam by an email client. 

 

Click-rate 
The click-through rate describes how many of the total recipients clicked on one or more               

links or images in the email. The metric can give a sort of indication if the message was                  

perceived as engaging to the audience, though it depends on the content and purpose of               

the email. It is therefore important to take into account what type of email is being                

analyzed since the type affects what click-through rate one can expect.  

 

Response rate 
The response rate describes how many of the recipients responded as a result of the               

email campaign. This can mean different things depending on the the type of email and               

what kind of reaction it hopes to bring to the recipients. In this thesis the response rate is                  

discloses how many of the recipients of the email made at least one purchase during the                

campaign period.  
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Conversion rate 
The conversion rate describes the number of recipients who were activated by the             

communication and does the desired action. For example a specific purchase.  

 

Upsell 
A measurement that describes the total monetary gains as a result from the email              

communication. Often used by comparing the overall sales from the recipients of the             

communication and a control group that does not receive the communication.  

 

Open-rate 
Describes how many of the recipients opened the email. However, this metric can be              

somewhat unreliable since the tracking technology counts an email as opened if the             

embedded images in the email are received. Some email clients block the embedded             

images, meaning a recipient may open and read the email but the email will be classified                

as unopened. 

2.5 Digital and Mobile Marketing 
Studies suggest that strictly mobile media such as text-messages are perceived to be             

more personal and can lead to feelings of invasion of privacy. Marketing communication             

in mobile media is challenging because of the personal nature of the mobile medium and               

because consumers are not able to notice that the communication is of commercial             

nature until it is opened (Heinonen, Strandvik 2007). This questions its effectiveness as a              

marketing channel compared to other media, for example email. Jayawardhena et al.            

(2009) presents a study that shows that trust and customer loyalty can be increased by               

offering control options for the customer. If a customer has power over the             

communication and can freely choose when to cancel the subscription and when to             

re-activate it, the overall customer loyalty towards the business increases.   
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3 Method 
This chapter describes the research methodology applied to approach and answer the            

formulated research questions to the fullest extent possible. The choice of method and the              

type of data the methods produce are described and justified.  

3.1 Overview of Methodology 
The thesis’ methodology consisted of three parts. The first two parts were case studies              

based on collected email data from one of Kaplan’s current clients. The first part              

consisted of data collection and compiling from personalized email newsletters sent on a             

monthly basis. The second part consisted of data collection and compiling from a single              

personalized activation email that was part of the client predefined customer lifecycle.            

These two parts will look at different approaches to personalized email communication.            

The third part consists of qualitative interviews with individuals who work with campaign             

management within loyalty programs . The case studies on Kaplan’s client will serve as              

good examples for the thesis in order to approach the research questions. 

 

Summary of each of the three methodologies: 

 

1) A case study on eleven personalized email newsletter campaigns that were sent            

out on a monthly basis between February 2016 and January 2017. The            

personalized newsletters were sent to the client’s most valuable customer          

segments eligible to receive the emails. The purpose of the newsletters was to             

communicate marketing content, inform the recipients of current offers they have           

as members and their current standing in the loyalty program.  

 

2) A case study on a personalized activation email sent out to loyalty members who              

recently enrolled in the client's loyalty program but immediately became inactive           

with zero registered purchases. The activation email was a part in the client’s CLC              

and its purpose was to activate the inactive customers by presenting them a             

generous offer as an incentive to make a store visit.  

 

3) Four qualitative interviews with individuals with job titles such as campaign           

managers or similar. The individuals worked at the time of the interview with             

personalized email communication within loyalty programs and had experience in          

designing and assessing personalized communication. The purpose of the         

interviews was to serve as a complement to the case studies and literature             

research and give a qualitative approach to the research questions and yield            

material in order to answer the “why” questions. 
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3.2 Case Study 1: Personalized Newsletters 
The purpose of the first case study was to study the effects of eleven personalized               

newsletters where the data was provided by Kaplan. This was done by collecting,             

compiling and studying quantitative campaign reports from each of the eleven individual            

newsletter campaigns. The campaign reports consisted of data in three areas: delivery,            

response and financial.  

3.2.1 Data Collection Method 
The newsletter case study studied eleven of the client’s monthly newsletters that were             

sent out by Kaplan between the dates 2016-02-22 and 2017-02-15. Each newsletter were             

sent out to between 129 000-170 000 loyalty members. See table 1 below for exact               

quantities for each individual campaign as well as campaign lengths and exact dates. 

 Table 1. Specifics regarding each of the eleven personalized email newsletters 

 
 

 

Each campaign report consisted of quantitative data on how the client’s personalized            

communication performed in the following three areas: delivery data, response data and            

financial data. 
 

 

Delivery data: 

The delivery data disclosed how the communication was received and the overall            

engagement by the loyalty members who received the communication. The KPI’s in this             

area that were researched were: open-rate, click-rate and un-subscriptions.  

 

Response data: 

The response data disclosed how the loyalty members reacted and responded to the              

personalized marketing email they received. The data was compared with a control group             
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that did not receive any of the communication in order to determine whether the              

communication has any effects and if so, what those effects were. The KPI’s in this area                

were: response rate, average sales value and number of store visits.  

 

Financial data: 

The financial data discloses the overall financial results of the email newsletter campaigns             

by comparing the recipients with the control group to see whether the communication             

led to positive ROI.  

3.2.2.The Emails and its Recipients 

The personalized email marketing campaigns consisted of newsletters with the latest           

offers and information from the client to its loyalty members. They contained offers             

based on customer data to make the communication relevant to the individual loyalty             

member.  

 

All the newsletters had similar graphical outline with the top block with a personal              

salutation, current benefits and greeting from the loyalty member’s favorite gas station.            

The lower blocks contained personalized offers based on purchase history.  

 

The personalized emails were sent out to the clients three most valuable customer             

segments: Valued Friends, Best Friends and Frequent Friends. The segments are based on             

a predefined model (see figure 8 below). Those who belong to neither of the mentioned               

groups received a generic email. The segmentation is based on a number of store visits               

and sales. Below are the definitions of each group. The three segments that received the               

personalized content consists of the three most profitable segments which means that            

the recipients are not unfamiliar with the client. The actual personalization in the emails              

consisted of several different elements: a personal greeting to the loyalty member by             

name signed the members favorite station, current benefits (for example, every sixth car             

wash is given for free) and several offers based on previous purchases.  
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Figure 8. Chart of the client’s customer segmentation. Valued friends, best friends and frequent friends               

receive the personalized communication as well as active new friends and acquaintances with a certain               

number of recent purchases (Kaplan).  

 

In order to examine whether personalized emails actually affect sales in a positive way              

each personalized email campaign has a control group that belongs to the same client              

segments which does not receive any of the communication at all. The control group              

consists of around 3-4% of the target group and are randomly selected. By comparing and               

analysing the control groups customer sales data with the customer data of the target              

group it is possible to see if they differ in any way. Another group that consists of around                  

10% of target group that belongs to the same client segments receives an generic email               

instead of a personalized which makes it possible to compare the two communication             

types.  

 

 
Figure 9 . Chart of the delivery flow of the newsletters.  

 

The customization of the offers to the individual loyalty member is based on different              

categories. There are a total of ten categories for different special offers, five within fuel               

and five within convenience goods. Each customer eligible for personalized          

communication receives offers based on the two most popular categories for that            
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individual loyalty member and one offer from a new less popular category with the hopes               

of the customer discovering a new type of goods.  

3.2.3 Delimitations of Case Study 1 
The following conditions were applied when collecting data: 

 

Personalized emails: 

● Condition 1: The surveyed campaign reports were the results of eleven email            

campaigns which were from a twelve month period dating from from February            

2016 to February 2017.  

● Condition 2: The campaign data analyzed only consisted of campaigns sent out to             

members based in Sweden.  

● Condition 3: The surveyed campaign reports were only based on email           

newsletters that consisted partially of content personalized to its recipient.  

3.2.4 Justification of Choice of Method 
Newsletters are one of the most common types of personalized emails and by looking at               

almost a year of newsletters the data obtained from this method will indicate what              

potential effects they can provide businesses that fit the defined criteria for the thesis.              

The effects will be obtained by comparing the data from the recipients of the email with                

the control group that did not receive any communication. The combination of delivery             

data, response data and financial data will provide a good foundation when analysing the              

results and discussing the research questions.  

3.3  Case Study 2: Activation Email 
The purpose of the second case study was to study the effects of a single personalized                

activation email in terms of delivery, response and financials. The email was sent out to               

individuals who had signed up to the loyalty program but not made a single purchase               

during the first 90 days. The study was planned and conducted in consultation with              

Kaplan. 

3.3.1 Data Collection Method 
The second data collection method consisted of a quantitative case study whose purpose             

was to study the effects of an email that relates to a phase in the Customer Lifecycle - the                   

activation phase. The email was sent out to loyalty members who had joined the program               

but immediately became inactive and registered no purchases during the first 90 days.             

After the email was sent the recipient's activity was monitored for the next 50 days. A                
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control group was established that did not receive the communication for comparison            

and the same activity was monitored during 50 days for them as well.  

 

Once the study was over a total of 2001 individuals met the criterias. 1878 of these                

individuals were sent the personalized activation email while the remaining 123           

individuals had been placed in the control group. The data obtained from the monitoring              

can be divided in three categories: 

 

Delivery data: 

The delivery data disclosed how the activation email was received and the overall             

engagement by the loyalty members. The KPI’s in this area included: open-rate, click-rate             

and un-subscriptions.  

 

Response data:  

The response data discloses how the inactive members reacted and responded to the             

personalized marketing email they received. The data was compared with a control group             

that did not receive any of the communication in order to determine whether the              

communication has any effects and in that case what those effects are. The KPI’s in this                

area included: response rate, average sales value and store visits. The response data             

should be able to indicate whether those who received the activation email were more              

inclined to visit the store for a purchase and if those who receive the communication               

spend more.  

 

Financial data:  

The financial data discloses the overall financial results of the activation email by             

comparing the recipients with the control group to see whether the communication leads             

to an increase in sales etc. The data also takes into account the cost of the campaign. 

3.3.2 Activation Email and the Customer Lifecycle 
The customer lifecycle seen below describes the different phases a customer might go             

through once he or she signs of for the loyalty program but does not become an active                 

customer. This method will look at one particular part of the Customer Lifecycle, the              

activation phase. The activation phase kicks in if and when a customer enrolls in the               

loyalty program but immediately becomes inactive and does not make any purchases            

connected to his or her membership.  
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Figure 10.The client’s customer lifecycle.In the activation studyit is the market activation phase that is being investigated (Kaplan).  

Activation phase and activation email; 

A single activation email was sent out to loyalty members that had signed up for the                

loyalty program but not made a single purchase from the time of the sign-up and three                

90 days forward (see figure 11). The content of the activation email was to inform the                

recipient that he or she have received a special discount on fuel for 0.50 NOK/liter for the                 

next 50 days. The purpose of the activation mail was to give incentives for the inactive                

loyalty members to visit the client again in the hopes of them becoming active customers.               

The  

campaign reports consisted of data that discloses how the recipients of the email             

responded to the activation email in terms of conversions by measuring the transactions             

that occurred while the campaign went on. The same transaction data was gathered from              

a control group which meets the same requirements as the recipients but did not receive               

any activation email.  
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Figure 11. A representation of the activation phase email in the customer life cycle (Kaplan).  

3.3.3 Justification of choice of Method 
The activation email case study will serve as a good complement to the newsletter case               

study as they look at the same type of data. The amount of data is significantly less than                  

the newsletter case study but the results obtained from this method will indicate if the               

effects of personalized emails differ between regular communication such as newsletters           

and communication based on where in the customer lifecycle the customer is located.             

The effects will be obtained by comparing the data from the recipients of the email with                

the control group that did not receive any communication. The combination of delivery-,             

response- and financial data will provide a good foundation when analysing the results             

and discussing the research questions.  

3.4 Interviews 
Four interviews were conducted with individuals who work within CRM and/or Campaign            

Management with experience in setting up data driven marketing campaigns within a            

loyalty program and follow up the results. The purpose of the interviews was to serve as a                 

complement to the case studies and literature research and give a qualitative approach to              

the research questions.  

3.4.1 Interview design 
The interviews were of the type semi-qualitative which means that the questions can             

deviate in between interviews. New questions based on the interviewees answers may be             

asked to follow up any relevant answers. In this case the same questions were asked to                
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all interviewees but if an answer opened up for further development a follow-up question              

was potentially asked to give the interviewee a chance to further elaborate. The choice of               

methodology is motivated by the fact that semi-qualitative interviews enables an open            

and transparent discussion (Fontana & Frey 1994) which is what is being sought. The              

interviewed individuals all had relevant experience in the field and knowledgeable           

enough to be part of the interview study.  

3.4.2 Interview Questions 
The interview questions were divided into different topics:  

● General  

● Communication content 

● Communication monitoring 

● Communication analysis 

● Evaluation of email  

● Customer Experience & Loyalty 

General 

The purpose of the general questions was to establish who the individual being             

interviewed was. The questions dealt with were the individual works, what position he or              

she has and which tasks are included in the work.  

Communication content & channel selection 

These questions addressed the content of the email communication they send out to             

their loyalty members and dealt with what parts of the content was data driven and               

therefore personalized to appeal to the individual loyalty member.  

Communication monitoring 

The communication monitoring questions dealt with how the communication was          

tracked once it had been sent and what opportunities email as digital channel offer in               

terms of tracking.  

Communication analysis 

The communication analysis questions dealt with what KPI’s are compiled and used by             

the interviewee to determine how the campaign performed in the following areas:            

customer reach, customer response and finance. The area also dealt with what proven             

effects the interviewee generally identifies as a result of the personalized email            

campaigns.  

Evaluation of email as channel 

The questions regarding the evaluation of email dealt with the opinions of the             

interviewees regarding how they perceive email as a medium for personalized marketing            
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communication, what opportunities and limitation the channel presents in their work and            

why it is the industry standard today.  

Customer experience & loyalty 

The questions asked for the interviewee’s view regarding how the communication is            

perceived by the loyalty members in terms of customer value, customer experience and             

customer loyalty.  

3.4.3 Interview Selection Process 
The interviewees were approached through the social media LinkedIn which served as            

good method to find candidates that appeared to fit the profile and to communicating              

with them. The candidates were found by searching for individuals in the Stockholm area              

with a job title that contained some of the following search queries: Campaign Manager,              

CRM, Marketing Campaign, Marketing Manager, Online Marketing Manager. Some         

individuals replied that they did not fit the profile which I had described in my first                

message but instead gave me the contact information to a colleague that they thought fit               

the profile better. A total of 20 persons were contacted based on either their title or job                 

description. Out of them four individuals replied and agreed to participated in the study.  

 

Below is a table disclosing the role of the interviewees, the type of industry they work in                 

and what communication channels they regularly use for personalized content. All           

interviewees worked with communication within a customer loyalty program. The          

interviewees names and companies will be classified.  

Table 2. Table describing the background of the four individuals interviewed in conjunction with the thesis.  

3.4.4 Interview preparations and execution  
The interviewees were given a brief description of the thesis and what kind of questions               

would be asked. The interviews were conducted in person and were recorded using a              

handheld recording device if the interviewee agreed to this. The recordings were later             

transcribed to writing. All interviews were held in Swedish to facilitate the conversation.   
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3.4.5 Ethical issues  
No personal information was collected during the study. The interviewees as well as the 

companies they work in are anonymised for this report and referred as interviewee 1, 

interviewee 2 etc.  
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4 Results 

The results section is divided into three parts. The results from the newsletter case study,               

the activation case study and the conducted semi-structured interviews.  

4.1 Case Study 1: Personalized Newsletters 
The newsletter case study consists of data describing the performance of eleven email             

marketing campaigns. The email campaigns consisted of a monthly newsletter sent out by             

the client to those segments of their loyalty members eligible to receive personalized             

content. The results consists of KPI’s compiled from the gathered campaign reports that             

are relevant for this thesis. The analyzed eleven email marketing campaigns took place             

between February 2016 and February 2017. Noteworthy is that the campaigns did not             

prolong the same amount of time, which must be taken into account for some of the                

presented KPI’s since a longer campaign for example may results in more store visits and               

transactions. See table 1 in the method section for exact campaign durations, dates and              

size. 

4.1.2 Delivery Data 
The delivery data consists of KPIs which discloses the reception and overall engagement             

of the email communication by the loyalty members. The delivery data for the recipients              

is not compared with the control group since the control group did not receive any of the                 

communication at all.  

4.1.2.1 Open-rate 

Figure 12 shows the email open-rate for each of the eleven personalized email             

campaigns, i.e. the percentage of recipients who opened the email and was exposed to              

the personalized marketing content. The open-rate varied between 36,5% and 46,3%.  
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 Figure 12. The percentage of customer that opened the email in each of the eleven email campaigns. 

4.1.2.2  Click-rate 
Figure 13 displays the click-rate which is how many of those who opened the email that                

clicked on at least one of the many links and images in the email.  

 

 
 

Figure 13. The percentage of those who opened the email that also engaged with the communication and                 

clicked on any of the links embedded in the content.  

4.1.2.3  Unsubscriptions 
At the end of each personalized email there is a link where the recipients can click if they                  

wish to unsubscribe to the communication, thus not receiving any more emails from the              

client. With each personalized campaign mailing there is an amount of loyalty members             
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who choose to unregister from the communication thus not receiving any communication            

going forward.  

 

Figure 14 below shows the unsubscription rate which is defined as the number of              

unsubscriptions divided by the total number of recipients.  

 

 
Figure 14. The percentage of recipients that choose to unsubscribe from the communication and stop receiving any                 

emails to that specific email address.  

4.1.3. Response Data 
The response data displays how the loyalty members reacted and responded to the             

personalized marketing email they received in terms of response rate, average sales value             

and store visits. The data is compared with a control group who did not receive any of the                  

communication in order to determine whether the communication has any effects and in             

that case what those effects are.  

4.1.3.1 Response rate 
The response rate is defined as the percentage of recipients that responded to the              

personalized email by making at least one purchase during the campaign period.  

 

The response rate is defined as the following: 
 

esponse rate R =  [Number of  Recipients]
[Number of  Responders]  
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Figure 15 below displays the response rate for the target group and the control group for                

each of the eleven personalized email campaigns. Take into consideration that the            

campaign periods prolonged different amount time which affects the response rate.  
 

 
Figure 15. The response rate for each of the eleven email campaigns for the target group and control group.  

 

Figure 16 below displays the difference in percentage in response rate between the             

target group and control group. This was calculated to be able to compare the response               

rate among the eleven newsletter campaigns. Out of the eleven campaigns, nine            

displayed a greater response rate in recipients the than the control group.  

 

Figure 16. The difference in response rate between target group and control group.  
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95% test of significance on campaigns regarding response rate: 
To investigate whether the response rate for the recipients is greater than the control              

group on a 95% significance level the normal approximation method of the binomial             

confidence interval was applied with a 95% significance level on each campaign’s            

response rate. 

 

Calculations: 
The test hypothesis were: 

H0: There is no difference in response rate of the email newsletter between recipients and               

control group . 

H1: The response rate of the email newsletter is higher for the recipients compared to the                

control group. 

 

I  onf idence IntervalC = C   = p ± z1−α/2√p(1 )/n− p  

robabilityp = p  

ample sizen = s  

  “z value” for desired level of  conf idencez 1−α/2 =   

  1.96 (for 95% conf idence)z 1−α/2 =   

 

The H1 hypothesis is rejected if the confidence intervals and         I  C Recipients   I  C Control Group  

overlap. If the intervals do not overlap and > then H0 is        I  C Recipients   I  C Control Group     

rejected.  
   

Table 3 .The difference in response rate for all campaigns.  

 

 
   

 

Table 3 above shows the difference in response rate for all campaigns. Red color indicates               

that the campaign could not indicate with 95% confidence that the target group’s             

response rate was greater than the control group. Green color indicates that the             
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campaign could indicate with 95% confidence that the target group’s response rate was             

in fact greater than the control group.  

4.1.3.2 Average Sale Value  
Figure 17 and table 4 below both displays the average sales value for the recipients of the                 

email compared with the average sales value for the control group for each of the eleven                

email campaigns. Above each bar is the difference between the the average sales value              

for recipients and the control group. A negative value means that the control group on               

average spent more than the recipients.  

 
Figure 17. The average sales value for the recipients and the control group for each of the eleven personalized                   

newsletters. The figure above each bar is the difference in SEK between the recipients and the control group.  

 

 

Table 4. Average sales value for the recipients and the control group for each of the eleven campaigns.  

 

Figure 18 below takes the different campaign periods into consideration by displaying the             

difference compared to the average of the control group in percentage. Note that the               

recipients spent more than the control group in only five of the eleven campaigns.  

 

percentage dif ference] [ =  [avr sales value control group]
[avr sales value recipient]−[avr sales value control group]
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Figure 18. The percentage difference in average sales between all recipients that received the communication and the                 

control group for each campaign.  
 

 

4.1.3.3 Number of Store Visits 
 
Figure 19 displays how many store visits on average were made during the campaign              

period by the recipients and the control group. The difference in visits between the              

recipients and the control group is displayed above the bars.  

 

  
Figure 19. The number of store visits in total for the target group and the control group. The difference between the                     

target group and control group is displayed above each bar. 
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Figure 20 takes the difference in campaign period into consideration and displays the             

difference in store visits in percentage, comparing the value of the recipients with the              

control group 
 

 

Figure 20. The difference in percentage between store visits for the recipients of the email and the control group 

 

4.1.4 Financial Data 
The financial data consists of the overall financial results of the email campaigns by both               

the recipients and the control group. The data also takes into account the cost of the                

campaign.  

4.1.4.1 Upsell 
Upsell is a monetary value that displays how much additional profit the email campaign              

accounted for. This is done by comparing the total sales values of the recipients with               

control group if the control group consisted of the same amount of individuals as the               

target group.  

 

psell (%) U = [Total Sales Recipients]
[Total Sales Recipients]−([Average Sales per Control Group Recipient]  [Number of  Recipients])*  

 

Figure 21 displays the upsell for each of the newsletter campaigns. Five of the eleven               

campaigns resulted in a positive upsell while the remaining six resulted in a negative              

upsell.  
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Figure 21. The upsell value for each of the eleven email campaigns.  

4.2 Case Study 2: Activation email 
This case study consists of data describing the results from an personalized activation             

email sent to newly enrolled loyalty members that immediately became inactive and            

received a special standing offer for 50-days. The case study discloses whether the             

activation email had any effect and if so, what effects. The activation email was received               

by 1838 loyalty members that fit the criteria. 123 loyalty members served as the control               

group.  

4.2.1 Delivery Data 
The delivery data consists of the KPIs which disclose the reception and overall             

engagement of the activation email. The delivery data for the recipients is not compared              

with the control group since the control group did not receive the activation mail.  

4.2.1.1  open-rate 
The email open-rate for the activation email, the percentage of recipients who opened             

the email and was exposed to the personalized marketing content, was observed as             

43,1%. 

4.2.1.2 click-rate 
The click-rate describes how many of those who opened the email that clicked on at least                

one of the many links and images in the email. It was observed as 4,71%.  
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4.2.1.3  Unsubscription rate 
The unsubscription rate describes how many of the recipients clicked the unsubscription            

link in order to stop receiving further email communication. It was observed as 0,15% 

4.2.2  Response Data 

The response data displays how the inactive loyalty members reacted and responded to             

the activation email they received in terms of response rate, average sales value and              

store visits. The data is compared with a control group who did not receive the activation                

email in order to determine whether the communication has any effects and in that case               

what those effects are.  

4.2.2.1 Response Rate 
The response rate discloses how many of the recipients made at least one purchase              

during the campaign period and how many in the control group made at least one               

purchase during the campaign period, both in percent. The response rate is defined as              

the following: 
 

esponse rate R =  [Number of  Recipients]
[Number of  Responders]  

 

Figure 22 below shows that the recipients had a response rate of 29,6% while the control                

group had a slightly lower response rate at 28,5% 

 

 
Figure 22. The response rate of the recipients and the control group.  

 

95% test of significance on campaigns regarding response rate: 
To examine whether the response rate of the recipients is higher due to the result of                

coincidence or not a significance test with a significance level of 95% was conducted by               
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using the normal approximation method of the binomial confidence interval. A           

confidence interval of the response rate was calculated for the recipients and for the              

control group with a 95% confidence level. The confidence levels are then compared to              

see what hypothesis can be rejected.  

Calculations: 

The test hypothesis were: 

H0: There is no difference in response rate of the activation email between recipients and               

control group . 

H1: The response rate of the activation email is higher for the recipients compared to the                

control group. 

 

I  onf idence IntervalC = C   = p ± z1−α/2√p(1 )/n− p  

robabilityp = p  

ample sizen = s  

  “z value” for desired level of  conf idencez 1−α/2 =   

  1.96 for 95% conf idence levelz 1−α/2 =   

I  .296 .96    C Recipients = 0 ± 1 √0.296(1 .296)/1878 − 0  

I  0.275 , 0.316]  C Recipients = [   

I  .284 .96  C Control Group = 0 ± 1 √0.284(1 .284)/123 − 0  

I  0.205 , 0.364]  C Control Group = [   

 

The H1 hypothesis can be rejected since the confidence intervals and          I  C Recipients   

overlap, as seen in figure 23. No statistical significance can hence beI  C Control Group              

found in response rate for the activation email.  

 

 
 
Figure 23. Representation of the confidence intervals for the response rate. Blue represents the confidence interval of 

the recipients while yellow represents the confidence interval for the control group. 
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4.2.2.2 Average  Sales Value 
The average sales value is how much the average customer spent during the campaign              

period. Figure 24 below displays the average sales value for the recipients of the              

activation email and for the control group. On average, a recipient of the communication              

that made at least one purchase spent 66,7kr more than an individual from the control               

group that made at least one purchase.  

 

 
 

Fig 24. Displays the average sales value for a responder for the recipient of the activation email and for the control                     

group.  
 

Unlike the newsletter case study, the standard deviation was available for the average             

sales value for both recipients and control group in this study. This allows for a t-test to                 

investigate whether there is statistical significance in the average sales value between            

recipients and control group. 

 

Hypotheses: 

H0: There is no difference in sales value between recipients and control group . 

H1: The sales value for the recipients is greater than the control group.  

 

I  onf idence IntervalC = C  / n= m ± t1−α/2 * σ √  

ean valuem = m  

tandard deviationσ = s  

ample sizen = s  

 1.96 for 95% conf idence level t1−α/2 =   

I  40.8 .96C Recipients = 4 ± 1 * √555
542,9  
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I  395.7 , 486.0]  C Recipients = [   

I  74.1 .96C Control Group = 3 ± 1 * √35
461,4  

I  221.2 , 527.0]  C Control Group = [   

 

The H1 hypothesis can be rejected since the confidence intervals and          I  C Recipients   

overlap, as seen in figure 25. No statistical significance can hence beI  C Control Group              

found in average sales value for the activation email between recipients and control             

groups.  

 

 
 
Figure 25. Representation of the confidence interval for the sales value. Blue represents the confidence interval of the                  

recipients while yellow represents the confidence interval for the control group. 

 

4.2.2.3   Average Number of Store Visits 
Figure 26 below displays how many visits on average were made during the campaign              

period by the recipients and the control group. The recipients of the activation email              

made on average 0.4 more store visits than the control group during the 50 day period.   
 
 

 
Figure 26. The figure discloses the average number of visits for a responder that received the communication and for                   

responders in the contro l group. The value is displayed above the bars. 

 

Unlike the newsletter case study, the standard deviation was available for the number of              

visits for both recipients and control group in this study. This allows for a t-test to                
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investigate whether there is statistical significance in the average sales value between            

recipients and control group. 

 

H0: There is no difference in number of visits between recipients and control group . 

H1: The number of visits for the recipients is greater than the control group.  

 

I  onf idence IntervalC = C  

ean valuem = m  

tandard deviationσ = s  

ample sizen = s  

I   / nC = m ± t1−α/2 * σ √  

 1.96 for 95% conf idence level t1−α/2 =   

I  .78 .96C Recipients = 1 ± 1 * 1.37
√555

 

 

I  167, .90]  C Recipients = [ 1  

I  .40 .96C Control Group = 1 ± 1 * 0.7
√35

 

I  1.16 , 1.64]  C Control Group = [   

 

The H0 hypothesis can be rejected since the confidence intervals and          I  C Recipients   

do not overlap, as seen in figure 27. Statistical significance can hence beI  C Control Group               

found in average number of visits for the activation email.  

 

 
 

Figure 27. Representation of the confidence interval for average number of visits. Blue represents the                

confidence interval of the recipients while yellow represents the confidence interval for the control group. 

4.2.3 Financial data 

4.2.3.1 Upsell 
Upsell is a value that displays how successful an email was in terms of overall revenue.                

This is done by comparing the total sales values of the recipients with control group if the                 

control group consisted of the same amount of individuals as the target group.  

 

psell (%) U = [Total Sales Recipients]
[Total Sales Recipients]−([Average Sales per Control Group Recipient]  [Number of  Recipients])*  

 

The upsell for the activation email was calculated to be 18,3%. 
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4.3 Interviews 
This section contains the results from the qualitative semi-structured interviews that were            

conducted with four individuals currently working with personalized communication         

within loyalty programs. The results are divided into different themes were each themes             

addresses the overall impression from the questions belonging to that specific theme for             

all conducted interviews.  

4.3.1  Communication content and channel selection 

This chapter disclose the answers obtain from the interviews regarding what           

communication content is sent out by the interviewees’ respective companies to their            

customers and its effects.  

4.3.1.1  Data driven content.  
When asking the interviewees what the personalized content in the emails sent to loyalty              

members was based on, a variety of different data sources was given by the participants.               

All interviewees mentioned purchase history as one of the main sources of data as it can                

yield a lot of information of who the customer is. The challenge seems to be interpreting                

the purchase history correctly and deciding how to utilize what you know as good as               

possible. 

 
“The customers consumer behaviour characterizes the entire communication. How large of a bonus to              

give the customer etc. We also give offers based on their personal preferences and monetary offers to                 

stimulate customers who shop a lot”. 
- Interviewee #3 

 

“The challenge is to create some sort of relevance in the offers. Of course one could take the easy way                    

and say; you have bought this before so therefore you get a discount for that same product. But you                   

cannot know for certain if that was a one-time buy or not. We try to be better than this and anticipate as                      

best we can”.  
- Interviewee #1 

 

Other sources of data included gender, age and location of favorite store or most visited               

store mentioned by interviewee 2 and 4, respectively. This data was utilized when making              

customer segmentations in order to match the recipient with the content.  

 

4.3.1.2  Channel selection for personalized communication 
All interviewees disclosed that they use email and SMS in some way when communicating              

personalized content with their customers of which three also mentioned printed media            

in the form of physical newsletters (see table 101 for more details). Of the mentioned               
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channels email and printed material was clearly the most frequently used media.            

Interviewees 1 and 3 who both worked in the grocery store industry disclosed that              

printed material was still their most important channel for reaching their loyalty            

members and formed the base of all their communication while email and text-messaging             

acted as a support to the printed material. For interviewees 2 and 4 email was the most                 

important and frequent channel when communication with their customers. SMS had a            

very similar limited role in all companies loyalty programs as all interviewees mentioned             

they used it moderately.  

 
“We use email and text-messages very differently. We want email to be used for more extensive                

communication where there is context. Where the customer can get information more structurally. The              

text-messages are suppose to be short and concise calls for action”.  
- Interviewee #3 

 

The reasons behind this varied among the interviewees. Interviewee nr 3 stated that the              

tolerance level for SMS is much lower than email, while interviewee 1, 2 and 4 stated that                 

the cost of SMS and its limitations was the main cause and the limitations in extracting                

customer data from the communication. 

 
“It is a big difference if you instead sent a text, it can be perceived as offensive. We are very sparse with                      

text messages. They are more personal and therefore the offers must be really good. It cannot be your                  

average offer, it has to be special”.  
- Interviewee #1 

 

“We do not send that many text-messages actually, it does cost to send them out. We cannot see how                   

many open them nor other statistics on the links in the text message. The only thing we know is how                    

many we sent”. 

- Interviewee #4 

 

4.3.1.3 Business goals 
When asked why their respective companies indulges in personalized email          

correspondence and what the overall goals are, their three main factors were highlighted             

by the interviewees who were in agreement on this question. The factors were: creating              

as relevant content as possible for the customer, building a longterm relationship with             

the customer based on trust, increase market shares and promoting brand awareness.  

 
“Basicly it is to create loyalty and to build trust. You are not so faithful as a customer in this industry”.  

- Interviewee #1 

 

“When conducting this type of communication, you always want the communication to be as relevant as                

possible. The customer should feel that the special offers relates to them, either on something they’ve                

purchased before or haven’t purchased in a while. And by personalizing the email we want the customer                 

to feel special”. 

- Interviewee #4 
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4.3.2. Communication Monitoring (Email Metrics) 
This chapter disclose the results from the interviews where the interviewees discuss what             

data they collect from their email campaigns.  

 

All interviewees responded quite similar when it came to what metrics they collect from              

their email send outs. Metrics such as open-rate, opt-out rate, click-rate were observed             

by all interviewees. Other common analyzes were A/B tests of the email subject line. Only               

one interviewee mentioned click conversions. A conversion is when an interaction by the             

customer also translates into a desired action. Measuring click conversions is therefore a             

percentage of how many of the clicks on a link for example lead to a purchase. This type                  

of analysis was only mentioned by interviewee nr 2 who worked in a company that also                

offers customers e-commerce. 

 
“Yes we can see if customer have clicked on any link in the email and whether that click also converted to                     

a purchase. We can see what works and adapt to it”.  
- Interviewee #2 

4.3.4 Evaluation of email as channel 
This chapter disclose the results from the interviews where the interviewees answers            

questions regarding why email as a channel is suitable for personalized content for             

businesses with loyalty programs.  

 

When asked whether email as a digital channel is the most suitable channel today for               

personalized communication within large loyalty programs all interviewees agreed. It was           

clear that they viewed email as the superior channel today and the industry standard.              

However, the benefits they highlighted differed among the interviewed individuals.          

Interviewee nr 1 highlighted the tolerance that email as a channel possesses. When asked              

to elaborate, he said that when customers receive marketing content in their inbox, most              

will not experience it as intrusive even though they are not interested. Interviewee nr 2               

and 4 highlighted the data collection that email enables. Since it is possible to track if an                 

email is opened and the customer is exposed to the content, one can measure if               

customers who opened the message converted more than customer who did not open             

the message. Interviewee nr 3 stated that the production cost is almost non-existent .  
 

“The cost-per-contact and production cost is as low as it can get with email.” 

- Interviewee #3 

 

The interviewees were also told to list what they thought were the most significant              

weaknesses of the digital channel in their daily work. Interviewees nr 2 and 3 only               

mentioned weaknesses that were too specific to their own practises. The remaining two             

responders mentioned two main weaknesses. Firstly, as a business, you are constantly            
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competing with marketing content from other businesses and organisations for the           

customers attention which has led to a large level of “noise” in the average customer’s               

email inbox.  

 
“It is too easy to ignore and delete. I just have to look at my own inbox. I receive approximately 60-80                     

emails each day. A lot is lost in that noise.” 

- Interviewee #1  

 

Secondly, It takes time for email to carry its message to a large target group because                

email as a medium is not perceived as urgent compared to for example text-messages.  

 

“Compared with text-messages, you do not react as quickly as to an email, so if the outgoing                 

communication is urgent email might not be the best channel.” 

- Interviewee #4 

4.3.5 Customer Experience & Perceived Loyalty 
When asked whether the interviewees were aware of any customer surveys containing            

questions regarding the customer's perception of personalized content only interviewee          

4 stated that such questions had been posed during a large customer survey. The              

remaining interviewees stated that they either didn’t know or that the conducted            

customer surveys was about something else. Interviewee 4 had this to say about the              

results from that survey: 

 
“Yes, a lot of our customers notice the personalized emails and consider them to be relevant.”  

- Interviewee #4 

The interviewees were asked if they, based on their experience managing campaigns,            

believed that their customers cherished that part of the content communicated through            

email and if it created value for their customers and added to the customer experience.               

No interviewee answered this question without some hesitation. Interviewee 4 stated           

that he believed it to be so and based this on the customer survey he previously                

mentioned. He also believed that loyalty is something that is built up long term. Two of                

the interviewees answered yes if the content managed to be relevant to each individual              

customer because according to them; if an email for example contains an offer             

completely irrelevant to a customer, it will contribute to a negative customer experience             

because customers today expect the offers they receive on digital channels to be             

relevant.  
 

“As a customer, I do not believe that you appreciate emails that are not relevant to you. You’ll be like                    

“Why did I get this offer? I do not want to receive this communication any more”. Meaning you opt-out                   

and unsubscribe.” 

- Interviewee #2 

 

“They [the customers] opposes offers that goes against their personal preferences and values. As a               

customer you take offence by irrelevance.” 
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- Interviewee #3 

5 Discussion 
This chapter consists of the discussion of the findings from all the research methods, how               
they relate to the research questions as well as to the relevant theory.  

5.1 The effects of personalized content in emails 
This section relates to the first research question, identifying the effects of personalized             

emails within loyalty programs. Based on the results from the two conducted case studies              

the following effects from the personalized communication were observed. 

5.1.1 Marketing exposure effect 
The open-rate of the email newsletter campaigns varied between 36-43% (see fig 12)             

while the activation email in the second case study had a similar open-rate of 43%               

amongst the recipients. These metrics supports the communication being quite effective           

as it reaches a significant portion of the customer base. It has been previously pointed               

out that customers’ exposure to relevant content leads to brand awareness and loyalty if              

the communication is deemed relevant (Merisavo, Raulas 2004). The open-rate however,           

is not overwhelming, which may be due to several reasons. During the conducted             

interviews it was mentioned that the extensive use of email for marketing content in              

general can lead to marketing emails being lost in all the “background-noise”. If the              

newsletters were to be sent through text-message, a channel also utilized for marketing             

purposes, it could potentially reach an even better open-rate. However, that would affect             

the content, as email can be styled using web technologies (Reichhart et al. 2013) and be                

visually appealing which has been shown to increase conversion rates (Aufreiter et al             

2014). While open-rate is important, choosing a communication channel that benefits the            

message is equally important. Email is highly cost-effective and therefore recommended           

for personalized marketing. 

 

The unsubscription rate varied between 0,11%-0,20% per newsletter campaign (see fig           

14), an insignificant figure, considering the large number of recipients. This indicates that             

close to all recipients accept the communication. But just as Hartemo (2016) points out,              

this number does not indicate how many of the recipients are uninterested in the              

communication since it is common that customers simply ignore the incoming emails            

without unsubscribing. The unsubscription rate is low and the recipients appear to accept             

the communication as was pointed out in the interviews (see below). 

 
“It [email] is a very tolerant channel. Our customers do not mind simply deleting what they                
are not interested in”     -  Interviewee #1 
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Figure 13 displays the click-rate in response to the newsletters which varied between             

4,6%-11,8% among those who opened the email. This can be viewed as low customer              

engagement and that a large majority of recipients were uninterested in the client and its               

products and services. However, the low click-rate, can not be indicative of non-interest             

to the content as no clicks are required to be exposed to the content. It is important to                  

acknowledge that the purpose of the personalized emails in this case study is primarily to               

offer incentives to visit the physical store. They included links to the company’s webpage              

where the customer could update his/her profile and/or learn more about current offers             

and campaigns. Since the client in the case studies does not offer any e-commerce, this               

metric is not highly relevant from a sales value stand-point as purchases only takes place               

on-site. Interviewee 3 represented a pharmacy business and offered the products in both             

physical stores and online. A click in one of their personalized emails could potentially              

lead to a purchase. For e-commerce businesses click-rates are more important from a             

sales perspective which is why the company that interviewee nr 3 represented often             

calculated click-rates and click-conversion rates i.e. the number of clicks on a link for a               

certain product that resulted to an actual purchase divided by to total number of clicks. 

5.1.2 Customer response effect 

5.1.2.1  Case study 1: Newsletters 
The newsletter case study showed a positive response rate in nine out of eleven email               

newsletters. However, only one out of those nine was statistically significant. The results             

points towards personalized newsletters having an effect on the response rate but it             

cannot be verified. No clear differences can be observed between recipients and control             

group on increase in average sales per respondent (fig 18) nor on increase in average               

number of visits (fig 20) due to the observed inconsistencies. It can thus be stated that                

the results from the newsletter case study showed no signs of correlation between             

receiving a personalized email and making at least one purchase, spending more on             

average or visiting stores more often in total. One could speculate on the reasons behind               

these results. The fuel and convenience industry is centered around a commodity with             

limited marketing effects as it is difficult to influence the customer’s buying patterns as it               

is not associated with spontaneous purchases and visits compared with other industries.            

Other potential factors that also were highlighted in the interviews was the large amount              

of “noise” in the average consumer’s inbox today. Marketing emails go unnoticed or are              

forgotten rapidly, leaving customer unaffected by the content. The noise is even more             

discouraging for businesses without e-commerce opportunities as purchases demand a          

greater effort in the form of a store visit.  

 
“One of our biggest challenges is making our customers remember what offers they have. Most of our                 

customers have that information in their email. But since that email most likely arrived some days ago, it                  
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is not top of mind and most likely lost. We need to be even closer to our customers and making the                     

communication more efficient.” 

- Interviewee #1 
 

As pointed out by one of the interviewees it is difficult to activate loyalty members               

through email when the incentives given only can be redeemed through purchases in a              

physical store. 

 
“We [the company] need to be more relevant and top of mind to the customer. If they received an email                    

on Monday, need our services on Wednesday they will not remember the email nor its content due to all                   

the noise in the email inbox” 

- Interviewee #1 

5.1.2.2 Case study 2: Activation email 
The activation email case study showed greater promise than the regular newsletters.            

The activation email was part of the activation phase in the customer lifecycle which              

related to customer's current situation compared with the newsletters that were sent on             

an approximately monthly basis to all recipients at the same time. As mentioned in the               

theory chapter the customer lifecycle can for instance contain phases with the purpose of              

reactivating customers in order to make them reconsider before terminating their           

subscription. (Cutler and Sterne 2000). The results showed a higher response rate for the              

recipients compared to the control group, similar to the response rate observed in the              

newsletters without however, being statistically significant. The activation email         

displayed a larger number of visits for the recipients (see fig 26) with statistical              

significance. This indicates that the personalization email managed to re-activate some of            

the loyalty members which resulted in them spending more and making more visits             

compared to the control group. The incentives in the email were attractive enough to              

trigger some of the recipients into making a visit which indicates successful marketing.             

Increasing the frequency for on-site visits is key when promoting customer loyalty as             

customers tend to be loyal and more likely to recommend the business to others (Smith,               

A.D. 2008). While it is not known exactly what factor in the email lead to this effect, a                  

reasonable guess would be the lucrative special offer. A greater number of average sales              

value for the recipients (see fig 25) was observed but was not found to be statistically                

significant. 

5.1.3  Effect on upsell 

5.1.3.1 Case study 1: Newsletters 
The upsell diagram for the eleven personalized newsletter showed no indication that they             

led to a positive upsell. Based on the diagram, six of the eleven campaigns had a negative                 

overall upsell.  
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5.1.3.2 Case study 2: Activation email 
 

The activation email on the other hand displayed a significant positive upsell of 18,3%. It               

seems that, just as Cutler and Sterne (2000) pointed out, the activation phase of the               

customer lifecycle managed to convey some of the inactive customers to return. This was              

most likely a result of the recipients’ greater average number of visits and greater              

average sales value.  

5.1.4 Strategic effects 
Besides the more direct effects observed in the two case studies, additional strategic and              

long-term effects can been identified based on literature and the conducted  interviews:  

5.1.4.1 Switching costs 
It became apparent in the interviews that personalized emails can also lead to a form of                

switching cost since the relevant content that reaches the recipients may prevent them             

from unsubscribing from the newsletters for fear of missing out on future offers and              

future communication. As previously mentioned, establishing switching costs is key when           

building long lasting relationships with customers (Blomqvist, Dahl, Haeger, 1993) as they            

“lock” customers in (Meyer-Waarden 2008). Personalized communication can act as one           

of these switching costs if it appeals to the customer’s preferences. This was pointed out               

during the interviews as well as the importance of the content relevance, otherwise there              

is a risk customers will unsubscribe.  

 
“If you are exposed to personalized communication and perceive it as relevance then you know it is at                  

least worth subscribing to the emails”. 

- Interviewee #4 

 

“As a customer, I do not believe that you appreciate emails that are not relevant to you. You’ll be like                    

“Why did I get this offer? I do not want to receive this communication any more”. Meaning you opt-out                   

and unsubscribe”. 

- Interviewee #2 

5.1.4.2  Brand awareness 
As previously mentioned in the theory chapter, regular communication with customers           

through email help marketers improve customer loyalty and regular communication with           

consumers by email has positive effects on brand loyalty and brand awareness (Merisavo,             

Raulas 2004). Meaning that if the client has brand recognition then as long as the loyalty                

members are exposed to the emails (which we saw in fig 12 in the newsletter case study)                 

it has positive effects in terms of customer loyalty. Customer loyalty is also increased by               

offering the customer control over the cancellation of the subscription (Jayawardhena et            
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al. 2009). The client’s communication meets that condition as they allow their customers             

to easily unsubscribe to all email communication through a link located in each email. 

 

The effect of brand awareness is cohesive with the overall impression from the             

interviews. When the interviewees stated their business goals with the personalized           

communication, they highlighted the relationship with the customer and building loyalty. 

 
“The purpose is that you as a customer sees through the noise and get a better perception of us and feel                     

noticed and that this will lead to more purchases in our store. That is the purpose: to make the customer                    

chose us.” 

- Interviewee #3 

5.2. The purpose of personalized content in       
loyalty programs 
This section relates to the second research question: 

Should businesses without e-commerce opportunities with loyalty programs engage in          

personalized email communication? And if so, why? 

 
The main reason of why companies should prioritize and develop loyalty program is             

because a loyal customer has a high repurchase rate and can be up to five times as cheap                  

to retain compared with reaching a new customer (Czepiel, Rosenberg 1984). A vital part              

of loyalty programs today is the communication between business and customer in order             

to maintain a good relationship and converting inactive and semi-active loyalty members            

to active loyal customers. By personalizing parts of the content on what is known about               

the customers, the communication can relate more to the individual customer, making            

them more engaged and loyal and thus making their membership more effective            

(Vasanen 2007) (Sahni et al., 2016). According to the interview study conducted in the              

thesis, the overall impression from the interviewed campaign managers and digital           

managers were in line with Vasanen’s notions. In general they claimed that the main              

purpose of their personalized email correspondence within their loyalty programs was to            

create value for the customer, increase their trust and show that they care about the               

individual customer. In return, they hope that this translates to more conversions, better             

sales figures and brand-awareness. The two conducted case studies pointed towards           

some of these effects but not all. Overall there is more to gain than to lose for a business                   

with a loyalty program to engage in personalized emails. Provided there is a large              

customer base and available data to integrate with the communication in order to             

personalize it, the cost will be negligible as sending email provides the best marketing in               

terms of ROI (Aufreiter, Boudet and Weng 2014). Having personalized communication           

within customer lifecycles was shown indeed to be a successful way of re-activating             

customers as it also showed a financial upside.  
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5.3 Method Critics 

5.3.1 Newsletters case study 
The newsletter case study consisted of eleven monthly personalized email campaigns           

that spanned from February 2016 to January 2017. The campaigns did not however last              

the same amount of time (see table 1 for exact time periods) which had to be taken into                  

account when comparing the campaigns with each other. Ideally the campaigns should            

have lasted the same period of time. The personalized newsletters is a rather new              

approach by Kaplan and the client and it is possible that it is still in its initial phase and                   

not fully established among the recipients. It would therefore be interesting to repeat the              

same type of analysis in the future and compare the results.  

 

The newsletter case study could not show any statistical correlation between the            

recipients and the control group in response rate. It is thus tempting to discuss possible               

explanations for this. The control groups in the study accounted for around 3,2%-4,1% of              

the total number of recipients which is a rather low number. A larger control group would                

have been prefered in order to minimize statistical errors. The eleven campaigns took             

place during a year which may have influenced the results since the time of the year can                 

affect customer purchases, ideally would have been to investigate the same period in             

time. It is possible that factors like the price for fuel which can fluctuate during a year                 

may have affected the study. Private consumers, as opposed to companies/small           

businesses- tend to be more sensitive to price fluctuations in fuel prices. 

 

The three customer segments that received the personalized communication represented          

different value as customers. It would be of interest to look at the groups individually to                

see whether there was any obvious difference among the segments. 

5.3.2 Activation email 
The purpose of studying the activation email was to investigate the effects from             

personalized email communication in the context of a customer life cycle and to serve as               

a complement to the regular newsletters. The number of data was limited due to its               

design the complexity, and would ideally comprise a larger sample size. The            

communication in the activation phase is only one of many phases in the customer life               

cycle (see fig 10) and the results cannot speak for all phases. Ideally, one would choose to                 

study multiple customer life cycle phases.  
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5.3.3 Interviews 
The interviewees worked in different industries and only one of the four interviewed             

individuals worked within the fuel and convenience industry, the same industry as the             

client. This presents both advantages and disadvantages. The benefits were that this            

resulted in a broader perspective, making the thesis relevant for other industries as well.              

The disadvantages are that the interviewed campaign managers had experience from           

different industries with their own unique conditions. All interviews were conducted in            

swedish and had to be transcribed and then translated into English. The translation may              

have affected the answers by the interviewed individuals. A few of the questions posed to               

the interviewees turned out to be outside of their exact area of expertise leading to some                

degree of speculation for the answers provided.  

5.4 Future research 
Interesting topics to further explore based on this thesis could for example be to look into                

the effects of personalized communication from businesses without e-commerce         

opportunities and compare it with businesses with ecommerce opportunities. It would           

also be interesting to compare different digital channels and investigate what content is             

ideal for what channel. The omni-channel concept could also be looked more into in the               

context of personalized content.  

 

This thesis did not consider the perception and user experience from the recipients of the               

communication and instead choose to look at the customer data they leave behind in              

their interactions and customer behaviour. It would however be interesting to also take             

the customer's perception into account and have a user-experience approach to           

personalized communication. This could lead to knowledge in how to design and            

integrate personalized content in a more satisfying way.  
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6 Conclusions 
The following chapter targets the research questions directly and attempts to answer            

them. 

6.1 What are the effects of personalized email communication         
within a loyalty program for businesses without e-commerce        
opportunities?  
Given the existence of a large membership base with an associated email list that is               

regularly updated, the communication alone will yield brand awareness for the loyalty            

members as long as the customers are exposed to the content. The results in the               

conducted case studies suggest that loyalty members accept the communication since a            

large portion are opened and the unsubscription rates were insignificant. Personalized           

emails has also the potential to yield brand-awareness through marketing exposure and            

switching costs. This under the assumption that the personalization indeed presents           

relevant content to the loyalty members which is key, otherwise it risks alienating             

customers. Whether personalized newsletters lead to increased sales, visits or upsell can            

not be concluded from the results in this thesis as the data analysed show no statistical                

correlation. The activation email based on the activation phase in the customer lifecycle             

showed a valid promise in that respect as it showed an increase in average number of                

visits and a positive overall upsell. 

6.2 Why should companies engage in personalized email 
communication?  
Communicating with customers in the digital realm can occur through multiple channels            

which offer different possibilities and limitations in terms of personalization, reach,           

appeal, cost e.t.c. Email as a channel offers high cost-effectiveness (Hartemo, 2016) and is              

the channel that has been accepted by customers as the medium for B2C communication,              

Personalized marketing has become the norm within loyalty programs and customers are            

used to the content being adapted to their preferences. However, if the personalization is              

poor or based on wrong assumptions it can lead to negative effects. This was pointed out                

by the interviewees in the conducted interviews; customers today expect their B2C            

communication to be customized and if the personalized content fails to be relevant, it              

can lead to customer dissatisfaction. While consistent direct financial results from           

personalized newsletter were not confirmed, they can still produce positive effects.           

Defining a customer lifecycle is a valid way of mapping customers into different phases.              

They can then be targeted based on what phase they are currently in with customized               
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incentives and personalized communication that appeals with their current situation and           

can hopefully lead to more loyalty.  
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Interview Questions 
General 

      1. What is your field of work and position ? 

      2. What are your primary work details? 

 

Communication 

1. What means of communication do you primarily use when in contact with your 

loyalty members? E.g newsletter, welcoming letter, reminder letters to non-regular/ 

seldom customers etc? 

2. Does your personalized emails contain offers that can only be redeemed through 

an actual store-visits or do you also have offers within e-commerce? 

3. Is part of the content data driven and based on customer-data in order to apply for 

the individual customer? If yes specify in what way? 

4. Please describe in general, the purpose of this type of communication with the 

customers? 

5. Have you done any survey on how your loyalty members perceive the personalized 

communication?  

  

Follow-up 

1. How do you follow-up on the email send-outs? Which data are you able to retrieve 

and store? 

2. Do you consider email as an adequate means of tracing this type of data, or is it 

possible with other digital channels? 

3. Have you followed-up on the send-outs on any other digital channel? What was the 

outcome? 

4. What do you consider being the strengths vs weaknesses for e-mails as 

means/channel of follow-up communication? 

 

Post-analysis work 

1. After the emails are delivered, what KPI do you consider as a way of evaluating the 

overall outcome of the campaign? 

 

● Outreach? (i.e total number of email receivers vs active responders 

via opening/clicking on the e-mail) 

● Response? (i.e number of mail –caused responders, mean number 

of visits, mean purchase value/customer) 

● Sales/ROI 
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● Any other type of data to be monitored? 

 

 3. What consequences do you see from this type of personalized email 

communication? Increase in sales? More store visits? Increase sales for 

campaign-items? Other? 

 

Email 

1.Do you think that e-mail is the global-standard today when it comes to 

personalized communication within loyalty programs? 

2.  What are the advantages vs disadvantages of e-mail as a communication 

channel in your line of work? 

3.  Are you convinced (is your belief/opinion) that you will continue using e-mail 

as digital communication way in the next 10 years? 

5.  Are you convinced (Is you belief/opinion) that the customers appreciates the 

personalized ? What is it in your opinion that they value/appreciate most? 

6. Are you convinced (Is your belief/opinion) that the members of the customer 

loyalty club perceive a better customer experience by having parts of the 

communication being personalized? 

7. Are you convinced (is you belief/opinion) that the members of the loyalty 

program become more loyal by the personalized communication? 

8. Any other consequence of the fact that parts of the communication being 

personalized? 
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